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ABSTRACT
A simnle ontical annaratus, the Schlieren interferometer, was constructed for the quantitative investigation of free convection heat transfer from solid bodies.
The photogranhic results, checked by using thermocounles,
were used in evaluating the temperature distribution, the
key to the solution of these problems.

Internretation of

the nhotographic results was made using the simnle calculation for the conventional interferogram and the DaleGladstone law.

Although the exneriments were limited to a

heated flat nlate and a heated wire, two dimensional test
pieces of irregular configuration can be investigated by
the same apparatus with simple modifications.
The photopraphs of the conventional Schlieren, the
color Schlieren, and the modified Schlieren were compared
using the same apparatus and they reveal that the Schlieren
interferometer is a powerful tool for compressible fluid
flow investigation.
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I.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND SCIENTIFIC

BACK~ROUND

Heat transfer bv convection is the exchange of
energy between moving oarticles of the fluid or between
these and surfaces of different temperature.

It is obvious

that the transfer of energv denends uoon the motion of the
I

fluid and is poverned bv the laws of fluid dvnamics in
addition to the laws of heat conduction.

The change of

internal enerp;v is also affected at the same time.
heat convection is a verv complex process.

Hence,

As a matter of

fact, the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is a
function of manv variables, such as shape, dimensions of
the surface, roughness, direction, velocity of the flow,
surface temperature, density, viscosity, specific heat, and
the thermal conductivity of the fluid.l*
The differential equations which describe convective
heat transfer belong to the most difficult class of theoretical physics, and onlv for a verv fet-7 simple cases has
it been nossible to solve

them~

The other methods available

for the evaluation of convective heat transfer coefficients
are dimensional analysis combined with experiments, approximate analyses of the boundarv laver by integral methods,
and the analogv between heat, mass, and momentum transfer. 2

~':Sunerscrint

numbers indicate specific refe.rences
listed in the Bibliography.
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All four of these

tec~nicues

have contributed to the

understanding of convective heat transfer.

Yet, no sinp,le

method can solve all the nroblems because each one has
limitations which restrict its scope of annlication.
So far, in heat transfer bv convection, nrop.ress has
been esneciallv denendent upon an intimate cross-fertilization between the analytical and emnirical branches; the
exnerimental results being most fruitfully interpreted in
terms of theoretical

reasonin~,

and the analyses in turn

sugpest critical and illuminatinB exneriments which further
amplifv and

stren~then

the theorv.

Among the methods now in use for convective heat
transfer exneriments, optical methods are the most favorable
tvne for thev furnish results about the flow without
disturbing it.

Manv of the ontical methods emnloved in the

examination of thermal convective currents or comnressible
gas flows are based on one of the followinp, two nhvsical
phenomena; 1) the

s~eed

of lip,ht depends on the index of

refraction of the medium through t..rhich it nasses, and the
index of refraction of a gas in turn depends unon its
density, and 2) light passing through a densitv gradient in
a gas (and therefore through a gradient in index of
refraction) is deflected in the same manner as though it
were nassing

throu~h

a nrism.

Generally, the ontical methods in common use are the

3
Interferometer, the Schlieren, and Shadowpranh.

The Inter-

ferometer measures chanpes of densitv directlv, and is
relatively the most accurate and exnensive instrument.

The

Schlieren method measures densitv pradients and it is theeretically adaotable to quantitative use, but it 1s inferior
to the InterferoMeter in this resoect, and its greatest
utilitv is in

givin~

an easy internretable picture of the

flow field together with a· roup,h picture of the densitv
variation in the flow.

Ibg Shactowg!"aPh. :method measures the

second derivative
of the densitv, that is, the first
..
..., _ '

'..

'•

-

.

•'

'

'.

'-~---

'

derivative of the densitv gradient.
visible onlv those

p~rts

of

~he

gradients change very rapidly,

Ther:efore, it makes

flow where the densitv
~nd

it has found its greatest

utility in the study of shock waves.

Because of its simnle

construction and because it is easv to onerate, the shadowgraph is the least expensive method.

Each method therefore

has its own useful niche in exnerimental work, and the
choice of method depends on the nature of the investigation.3
1) Schlieren Method:

The Schlieren method was chosen for the thermal
boundary laver

investi~ation

in the following experiments

because it is relatively simple and inexpensive.

Also, it

is less sensitive, than the interferometer, to minor adjustments and slight imperfections in the ontical components.

With suitable desien modifications the Schlieren
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can be used for auantitative investigations.

This is known

as Schlieren interferometry and will be discussed later.
The fundamental nrincinle of conventional Schlieren
dates back about 105 vears.

At that time Foucault devised

a test, which now bears his name, for observing the surface
configuration of a concave telescope mirror.

Though in the

tests Foucault nrobablv observed what were annarentlv heat
waves passin? in front of his mirror

surfa~e,

it remained

for Topler to realize the real significance of this additional nhenomenon.

Since the latter's publication in 1864,

the method has been often referred to as the Topler
Schlieren method.
The operating nrincinle of a simple Schlieren svstem
can be best described with reference to Fig. 1.
an illuminated ninhole

s,

Light from

is allowed to fall upon lens L1

(or mirror M) and then converged to the imape noint at P.
If the eye is placed slightlv behind the image noint, as 1n
the Foucault test, the lens L1 (or mirror M) will annear as
a uniformlv illuminated field.

In usual nractice, however,

a lens L 2 is substituted for the eye, this lens focusinp
the striation unon a viewing screen or upon a nhotogranhic
plate.

If the

knife-ed~e

E is then moved vertically across

the image point until all the rays passing throup.h that
image are obscured, the field as viewed unon the screen will
be uniformly dark.

6

The next consideration is the effect of introducinr
air into a verv small elenent of volume dv (rip. 1).

The

index of refraction n, of this air is different from that
of the surroundinp air n 0 for which the knife-ed1'e has been
adjusted to produce a uniformlv dark field unon the viev1inp;
screen.

A light ray nassinp throuph the volume dv will be

refracted, and it will no lonP,er nroceed alonr, its oripinal
path, excent for the sinpular instance t·7here the p:radient
or chanpe in the index of refraction which is a functicn of
the space position, is parallel to that lip,ht ray.
If the gradient of n throur,h the refraction is so
directionally constituted that the light rav is refracted
in a counterclockwise manner, this rav will no lonper nass
through the image point P but will travel above it.

Hence,

this ray will not be obscured by the knife-edp;e but will
pass on to the screen.

There it will illuminate a noint

corresnonding to the location of the elementarv volume dv.
Thus for every point in the region T for which a similar
refraction takes place, there will be a corresponding noint
illuminated on the

viewin~

screen.

The composite of all

such noints forms the image of the nhenomenon being
investigated.
If the refraction in the elementary volume dv is ir. a
clockwise direction, the rays will be bent down toward the
base of the knife-edge, and the corresponding points on the
viewing screen will be dark.

7
In nakinp, the vertical adiustment of the knife-edre
when no striation is nresent in the region T, it is usuallv
I

,

desirable to allow some of the rays to pass over the knifeedp,e in order to nroduce a uniform low background illumination.

The nresence of this backP,round makes it nossible to

see more clearlv in silhouette or outline the objects or
models used in producing the free convection phenomena.
Thus, referred to the earlier narapranhs about the refraction produced bv the elementary volume dv,

p.

counterclock-

wise bendinp of a lir,ht ray will produce an increase in
illumination at the corresnonding screen point; a clockwise
bending will produce a decrease in screen illumination.4
2) Color Schlieren:
For color Schlieren the

li~ht

is not monochromatic but

rather it is a series of light points or strips of
different colors such as a spectrum.
li~ht

The different color

sources impinge on the lens Ll (or concave mirror M)

at slir,htlv different anples.

This effect nroduces a

different lir,ht deflection anp,le due to different densitv
gradient in dv, making the image on the screen annear in a
different color.

The light strip was cut off by means of

a slit (one image color strip in width) instead of the
conventional knife edge.

If the test section is undis-

turbed, only one light strin of the image can pass through
the slit, and the screen appears to be uniform reonochromatic lip,ht.

The color of the screen backRround can be

8
selected bv moving the slit S to allow the desired color
light strip to nass throu?.h.s
Since the index of refraction of different lir;ht color:;
is different, the longer the wavelength, the lm·rer the
refractive index; and the shorter the wavelength, the
hip.her the refractive index.

In interpreting the color

Schlieren it is necessary to make individual calculations
for each color.
Theoretically, the color Schlieren is superior to the
conventional Schlieren for it gives a color picture of the
liEht deflection.

The different light deflections can be

read directly by virtue of the different colors, while light
deflections on the conventional Schlieren picture should be
read by a densitometer.
Practically, the Fraunhoffer diffraction, due to the
cut-off slit

s,

would blur the image on the screen and

decrease the definition of the image.

Because of this fact,

the slit S should be made as wide as nossible, since the
wider the slit S the lower the blur.
in sensitivity also occurred.

An undesired decrease

The width of the slit S

should be determined experimentally according to the
sensitivity requirement and blur tolerance for the investigation.

9

3) Schlieren Interferometrv:
In 1956, Edward B. Temple suggested a simple modification of the conventional Schlieren system to achieve the
function of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer.

The princinle

of this modification is that a plane wave front in a collimated beam of light is distorted in the passage through a
region of variable density, and as a result a variable phase
distribution is produced in an exit plane which lies just
beyond the disturbance and is perpendicular to the direction
of propagation of the collimated beam (optical axis).

This

phase distribution, ordinarily invisible because of the
tremendous raoidity of optical oscillations, can be converted to an intensity distribution in which the maxima and
minima of intensity corresnond to points in the exit plane
where the optical path length differs from that in an undisturbed portion of this plane (free-field) by an integral
multiple of half a wavelength.

This can be done in a con-

ventional Schlieren system by forming an image of the exit
(object) plane with a convex lens (or concave mirror), and
then inserting a small absorbing object or other appropriate
modification in the focal plane in such a way as to block
the central maximum of the Fraunhoffer pattern due to the
free field.
Very little disturbance light is cut off in the process
since this light is refracted and does not go through the
focal point.

The blocking of free-field light sets up a

10
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--Light from undisturbed
region.
----Light from disturbed region.
................. Diffracted light.

Fig. 2. Principle of Schlieren interferometry.
(a) Lens type and mirror type Schlieren interferometer.
(b) Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern of the light source
image. Diffracted light from escape~ portion of
light source image of undisturbed region combined with
disturbed light which causes interference.

J.l.
diffraction process which causes this light to snread into
the bordering disturbance image.

The resultinp, interference

produces the intensity band system.
If the disturbance is two-dimensional, with density
gradient vectors perpendicular to the optical axis, the
measurement of the phase distribution is equivalent to a
measurement of density.

This is by virture of the Dale-

Gladstone law, -~~---~qcal index of r~fraction ~-i!l_~~--- ~~-e _:is
..P!'EP.?_~tipf!~}_ t~--~-~-~ _ _ .;l.oc;:~1. gas ge_nsJ ty_.

Measurements which

have heretofore required the use of a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer can, therefore, be made in a conventional
Schlieren system.6

The schematic diagram of the princinle

of the Schlieren Interferometry is shown on the 'last page.
(Fig. 2)
Interpretation of Interferograms:
Assuminp, that a monochromatic line source of wave
length A is collimated by the lens L1 (or concave mirror
M1 > as shown in Fi~. 2

, passing through the test section,

the test section would be uniformly illuminated if there is
no disturbance throughout the optical system.
Once the test piece in the test section is heated, the
air density in the thermal boundary layer changes which in
turn changes its refraction index.

The interference fringes

formed according to the aforementioned principle are
practically a picture of iso-optical path length difference

12
lines.

~axl~um

At the lines of

light intensitv the

difference in ootical nath length is found for both paThs
by
L.

j_ndz = OPL,
Cl

where L is the length of the test section, n is the index
of refraction, dz is the differential of the ontical axis
z, and OPL is the ontical path length.
length difference OPLD is
frinRe order.

OPLD = (N +

N~,

The ootical path

where N = 0,1,2, denotinp the

At a ooint of minimum light intensitv,

1/2)~.

With flow containing gradients in densitv, and therefore gradients in the index of refraction, a frinr,e nattern
is formed such that

jndz = fL
L.

0

(1

+ K

f ) dz

Cl

is constant on anv one fringe and changes bv A for adiacent
fringes.

K is the Dale-Gladstone constant.

dimensional

flmo~,

f= f

Thus for two

(x,y), and (1 + K f )L is constant

along any one fringe and i f f is known on any fringe it is
known on all fringes throur,hout the field.7
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II.

E0'CI?~-~r:;rT

Al!D

A??A~ATUS

The optical instrument which was used in this investigation was the twin-mirror Schlieren svstern with the ontical
set un as shown in Fip. 3.
assembled by the author.

Each oart was constructed

~nd

Hanv hours were spent in the test-

ing, calibration, and modification of the comolete assemblv.
It is best to describe the instrument bv oarts according to
their functions.

The main oarts are the chassis, the lir,ht

source svstem, the diagonal mirrors, the'image cut-off
device, the test piece holder, and the viewing and/or
recording devices.
l) Chassis:

(Fig. 5.)

The chassis of the cornnlete Schlieren svstem was made
of plywood.
hei~ht

It was a box 96 inches long and 8 inches 1n

and depth.

rhe length of the box was determined by

the focal lenp,th of the concave mirrors.

The minimum

lenr,th of the twin-mirror Schlieren svstem was twice the
focal length plus the length of the test section.
with all its attachments was set on a ripid table.

The box
Because

of the integral assembly on one rigid 9hassis, the exneriments were success fully accomplished '1.-Ji th little or no
adjustment

between runs.

The parabolic concave mirrors

were mounted on adjustable mounts face to face at the ends

of the box.
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2

3

------------------ .,

~--------------------~Jr.===~---;~~~----------~
.-.--.~-==--------------------------...::===-=--=-- i

---------

---------

Center line or optical
axis o:f the system.
1. Chassis.
2. Light source system.
3. Diagonal. mirror.
4. Image cut-off device.

5. Test piece holder.
6. Viewing and recording
device.

Fig. 3. Main parts of a twin-mirror
Schlieren system.

Kni:fe
High power
viewing teJ.escope

A Light source.
C Condenser.
S1 First slit.
L1 Collimator.
p. Prism.
Lz Telescope lens.
S2 Second slit.
D1 , Dz Diagonal mirrors.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of tv1in-mirror
Schlieren system.
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Fig. 5.

The complete Schlieren system.
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Fig. 6.

The light source system.

l.7
2) Lir,ht Source Svstem:

--·A

-~-

(fip. 3,4, & 6)

GE
1034 light .........
bulb
served as the light source ener.. - .
-.

gized bv .,~~ _vol_:t~... A.£:3 sunplied throur,h a ,v~iaol.e...Y.a~.tag.e
-;_;--an§_f.();-'f!'l.er.

The light from the filament of the bulb was

c.

focused bv the condenser svstem

This produced an image

on the first slit which allowed only the narrow and uniform
central portion of the imar,e light to penetrate the slit.
The pencil lip.ht from the first slit was impinged on the
collimatinr. lens L1 which v1as exactly one focal length from
the slit S1•

The light left the collimating lens in

parallel rays.

This parallel light was spread by a prism P

which formed a spectrum at the focus of a telescope
tive lens L2 •

ob~ec

This was exactly the same nrincinle as a

prism spectroscope.
This light source, with its continuous color spectrum
can be used in manv different ways; the whole spectrum can
be used as the light source for a color Schlieren; a narrow
strip of the spectrum can be used as a monochromatic light
source for a conventional Schlieren; and an extremely narrow
monochromatic strin from the spectrum made
for Schlieren interferometry.

In order to

direction of the light source slit
s~~_sitivi ty,

s2

a light source
chan~e

the

and to achiev~ _rna~_imum

the lip,ht source system was turned _from

~L

horizontal to a v~r_tica~ ttQ§A~~on along_-t=.h~ o.pti9?..! g_~},.$._ of

------.-------···-

the telescope obje~~~ve l~ns_L 2 •

Every ontical part in this

system was made adjustable along its optical axis, and the

18

slits were also made adiustable for agreement in all the
components.

The complete light source system was made as a

senarate rigid unit which could be quickly installed or
removed by four wing nuts for necessary adjustment.
3) Diagonal Mirrors:

(Fig. 3 & 4)

In order to make the complete Schlieren svstem compact,
three front surface diagonal mirrors D1, D2 and

o3

were

used; D1 and D2 were used to guide the light from the lip.ht
source slit

s2

through a hole in the back of the box to the

first concave mirror M1 set at an angle of 2°20'.

This

angle is not critical, but it was made as small as possible
to minimize aberration.

The third front surface diagonal

mirror 0 3 was used to reflect the light from the second
concave mirror M2 to the front of the box through another
hole.
slit

This formed an identical image of the light source

s2

at the knife-edge plane or the focal plane of the

second concave mirror M2 •

The third diagonal mirror 0 3 was

mounted on the movable let of the image cut-off device for
focusing.
4) Image Cut-off Device:

(Fig. 3, 4 & 7)

The basic mounting of the image cut-off device or the
knife-edge moving device was a microscope slide movinp.
stage, which affected the vertical movement of the knifeedge and the focusing diagonal mirror
on the horizontal leg.

o3

which was mounted

In addition to the vertical move-
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Fig. 7.

The image cut off device.

20

Fig. 8.

The test piece and the test

piece holder.
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ment of the knife-edge, three more adjustments were added
to the device; horizontal, rotational, and inclininetransversal motion.

Therefore, the knife edge could be

moved to anv point and adjusted in any direction minutely on
the focal nlane of the second concave mirror r1 2 •
5) Test-niece holder:

(Fig. 8)

The test piece holder was made of an one inch thick
aluminum slab.

It could hold test pieces of different

sizes un to widths of six inches, at any angle.

A built-

in thermocouple holder was adjusted with the aid of the
hip,h nower viewing telescone to measure the temperature at
different positions on the test piece, or at anv distance
from the test piece surface.

The complete holder could be

removed from the test section directly for adiustment or
changing the test pieces.
6)

Viewing and Recording Devices:
Three telescopes and a recording camera were used in

the experiments.
A) Telescopes:

(Fig. 9)

a) A 8 x 57 elbow telescone was used for whole field
viewing purposes.

It was excellent for qualitative check-

ing or for demonstration.
b) A 21 x 30 astronomical quality viewing telescope
was used for quantitative measurements.

22

Fig. 9.

The instruments and the

telescopes.

23
c) A 5 x 11 calibration telescope was used for checking the parallelism of the light source imar-e to the knife
edge during adjustment.
B) Recording Camera:

(Fig. 10)

The recordin?, camera used was a photorecording camera
obtained from a surolus house.

Its lens system was removed

and the shutter was mounted in front of the high power
telescope objective lens.

Hence the telescope objective

lens served as a camera lens with a 31 inch focal length.
The image on the film was about two thirds of the actual
size.

24

Pig. 10.

The recording camera in

working position.
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TABLE I.
Name

OPTICAL PARTS

Svmbol

Specification

Light Source Svstem:
Light bulb .

A

r,_E 1034 Automobile

Condenser

c

Two achromatic lenses.
f.l.

li~ht

D

0.25mm wide, lOmm long.

Collimator

Achromatic objective lens.

p

Prism

=

= 38mm

= 130mm.

First slit

D

bulb

35mm f.l.

= 178mm.

Light flint glass prism.
32mm x 49mm x 35mm.

Telescope
Achromatic objective lens.

obiective lens

D

= 48mm

f.l.

= 343mm.

Smm wide 7mm long.

Second slit

'-!

S2

0.3mm wide 7mm long.

S2

O.OSmm wide 6mm long.

Diagonal Mirrors:
D1,o 2 ,o 3

Front surface mirrors.
1/4-wave flatness.

Parabolic concave
mirrors:

Astronomical telescope mirrors,
aluminized and overcoated, 1/4
wave or better, D

= 4"

f.l.

= 45"

Viewing and Recording Device:
Elbow telescope

8 x 57 surplus elbow telescope.
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TABLE I.

(continued)

High power
telescope

T

2

21 x 30 astronomical telescope with
scale on field lens of eyepiece.

Calibration
telescope

T3

5 x ll astronomical telescope with
l2.5mm e.f.l. Ramsden eyepiece.

Recording camera

R

modified Graflex recording camera
f.l.

= 778mm.l09'

capacity.

35mrn film loading
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

In this thesis, the temoerature distribution in the
thermal boundary layer was investiRated mainly bv Schlieren
interferometrv, because it furnished the easv interpretable
information both in visual results and photopraphic results.
The conventional Schlieren and the color Schlieren are also
briefly discussed for comparative purposes.
1) Conventional Schlieren:
The instrument was adjusted according to the method
described in Apoendix I, using a narrow ·slit,

s2 ,

0.3 mm

wide and 7 mm long as the monochromatic light source.
(Refer to Table I)

The light green color was chosen from

the spectrum for visual comfort.
As the power of the light source was aoplied, the test
section was brip,htly and evenly illuminated.

If the knife

edge is well adiusted such that it is exactlv parallel to
the lip.ht source image, and in the same focal plane, the
test section would darken evenlv as the knife edge was
moved to cut off the light beam.

For qualitative nurnose

and maximum sensitivity the knife edge was· adjusted so as to
interceot about half the available light.

Then the test

section looked uniformly illuminated by that portion of the
light escaping the knife edge.

When the test piece was

heated in the test section, a bright region was produced
on one side and a dark region appeared on the opposite side

28

Fig. 11.

Conventional Schlieren

photograph of heated vertical plate.
The different exposures show different
boundary layer thicknesses.
light source slit= 0.3 mm.

Width of

29

Fig. 12.

Conventional Schlieren

photograph of heated horizontal
plate with hot surface upward.
Width of light source slit

= 0.3

mm.

30

according to the theory mentioned in the review of literature.

The deflection of light in this manner is very

critical, because if the deflection angle is larger than
the critical angle the

back~round

section would remain constant.

illumination of the test

The critical anple of

deflection is discussed in Appendix II.

Therefore, the

higher density gradient is not detectable in the Schlieren
when ooerating at maximum sensitivity.

However, it was

useful in the visual observation of thermal boundary layer
thicknesses.

It should be noticed that the photographic

results were not reliable because the different boundary
layer thicknesses were obtained at different exposure as
shown in Fig. 11.
Visual results were obtained by locating the boundary
layer thickness on ·the scale in the eyepiece of the high
power telescope.

Each small division represented 0.30 mm

or 0.0118 inches.

The Schlieren patterns were also observed

in photographs as shown in Fig. 11, 12.

2) Color Schlieren:
The conventional·monochromatic Schlieren system was
easily converted to a color Schlieren by changing the
/

narrow sli~, S2 to a wide slit,

s2 ,

(refer to Fig. 4 and

Table I) and by changing the knife edge to a narrow slit.
If a Ronchi-ruling (50 lines per inch) is placed in
front of the wide slit

s2 ,

the spectrum is then cut into
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Fig. 13.

Color Schlieren photograph

of a heated vertical plate.
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rnanv evenlv divided narrow strips of different colors.

With

this kind of modification, the different deflections, one
fiftieth of an inch apart, are separated by dark lines.
This produced a very rough view of iso-deflection lines.
But, when these lines were not parallel to the slit, their
position was not reliable, because the Schlieren system has
maximum sensitivity only when_ the densitv gradient is perpendicular to the cut-off edp:e or slit.

When the knife

edge was replaced by a narrow slit, Fraunhoffer diffraction
of the light caused interference blurring the irnap,e.

This

effect was decreased bv using a 25 lines per inch metal
wire grating with a slit 1.2 mm wide.
pattern is shown in Fig.

The color Schlieren

13.

3) Schlieren Interferometry:
If the slit

s2

(Refer to Fig.

4 and Table I) is made

0.05 mm or less, the Schlieren system can be converted into
a Schlieren interferometer.

When the

p~rallelism

of the

cut-off edge and light source image was checked, interference
fringes appeared around the heated test piece.

One thing

that should be mentioned is that the knife-edge must just
cut off the image of the undisturbed light beam.

This cut

off sets un a diffraction process which causes the undisturbed light to spread into the disturbed image and
cause interference.

The proner imap,e cut-off amount can be

examined through the viewing telescope to see that only the
undisturbed field is darkened.

The interference fringes

33

Fig. 14.

Probing the convective

boundary layer with a thermocouple.
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Test piece
clamp

(a)

1/16 " Aluminum
Heating plate
Insulating
material

\:\
(b).

Fig.l5. Test pieces, (a) horizontal heated wire,
and (b) heated flat plate.
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(Fip,.l4) reoresent the iso-index of refraction lines, whicp
can be converted to iso-density lines bv the Dale-r,ladstone
law.

For constant nressure, the iso-density lines are also

equivalent to isothermal lines.
Test Pieces:

(Fig.l5)

In these exoeriments the test pieces for investigating
the free convective thermal boundary layers were a flat
plate and a straight horizontal wire.

The test pieces were

placed parallel to the collimated or parallel light ray.
Because the thickness of the thermal boundary layer is
small compared to the length of the plate or wire, the
effect of the ends was almost negligible.

The test piece

was therefore assumed to be two dimensional at steadv state
condition.
a) Horizontal Heated Wire:
A 0.03 inch diameter straight resistance wire, 4 inches
long, was heated by passing alternating current through it.
The temperature of the wire was controlled by varying the
voltage.

The surface temnerature was checked by a small

thermocouole along the wire.

It appeared that the tempera-

ture was very uniform and the temperature difference between different points was negligible.
b) Heated Plate:
A 4" x 5" aluminum plate, 1/16 inch thick was heated

by pressin~ it with springs against an electric heater.

.36
The temperatures of the surface at various locations were
measured under steady state conditions with a thermocouple.
The maximum variation in temperature over the surface was
less than 3° F.
Thermocouple:
A 28

ga~e

(Fig. l.4 )
conner-constantan thermocouple was used.

The wires of the thermocouple were ground, using fine emery
cloth, to the size of less than 0.004 inch to avoid conduction losses and to avoid disturbin?. the boundarv laver.
Manv different lengths of thermocouples were tried.

It

appears that the length of this thermocouple should not be
less than 1.5 inches.

A 1 3/4 inch long thermocouple was

used to take data verv close to the temperatures calculated
from both visual and photographic results.

One of the

examples is shown in Fig.J.6.
Procedure:
In these exneriments, before taking nhotogranhs of the
interference patterns, much visual data were observed and
these ~~~ere checked with the sensitive thermocouple placed
narallel to the isothermal surface.

The positions of the

fringes and the thermocouole were directly read through
the viewing telescooe.
The thermocouple readings were very close to the
optical observations.

Therefore, the error due to radia-

tion was assumed to be negligible compared to the exoeri-
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mental error.
Followinr. the successful visual results, a series of
photorraphs, of the

interf~rence

natterns, was taken with

test piece surf ace temperatures ranginr fro:-:1 120" F to 3 7 ;;•

~,.

For the flat plate, data were taken at noints r:,?,inR
from 0.0625 inch to 1.5 inches from the leadinp, edpe.

T~e

heated flat nlate was held at manv different anples to
obtain different flow patterns.

The anp,les

~·Jere:

( 1)

horizontal with the hot surface placed upward, (2) horizontal
with the hot surface nlaced downward, (3) vertical, (4) 45
deprees with the hot surface upward, and (5) 45 deprees
with the hot surface downward.

A tvoical nhotopraph for

each case is shown in Fig. 14, 17, 18, 19, & 20.
Because of the manv fluctuations in the boundarv laver
thickness of the horizontal wire, caused bv tur~ulence in
room air, the data were taken onlv in the temnerature ranr,e
from 150 F to 210 F.

Positions of 90 deRrees downward,

horizontal, and 90 degrees unward were selected for takinp
Tvpical nho·topranhs are shown in rir. 21.

data.

Kodak Tri-X Pan film of ASA sneed 400 was used for
photographing the interference nattern throuph the telescope.

A shutter sneed of 1/2 second was used.

Thi3

shutter speed wn.s detr~rmined bv the i:1tensi tv of tr.:= lir.:-.-r
source and the speed of the film.

For the purnose of

photographing the interference pattern of the free c:mvec.:-
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Fig. 17.

Schlieren interfe-rogram of

heated horizontal plate with hot
surface upward.
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Fig. 18.

Schlieren interferogram of

heated horizontal plate with hot surface
downward.

41

Fig. 19.

Schlieren interferogram of

heated flat plate held at 45 with
hot surface upward.

42

Fi g . 20.

Schlieren interferogram of

heated flat plate held at 45 with
hot surface downward.

43

Fig. 2l.

Schlieren interferogram of

a horizontal heated wire 0.03" in
diameter.
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tive

bounda~./

laver l·n these

sneed was fast enouph.
ventional

~ethod

exnerl·~
,
"'en +. . s

, this shutter

The film was processed bv a con-

and it was read directlv on a microfilm

reader in the UMR library.
Interpretation of Interferograms:
/\s s ume the

follmvin~

conditions:

Tt-ro dimens i. anal f1m·,

a test piece 4 inches long, with negligible end effects,
0

and monochromatic preen lirht with a wavelenp,th of 5300 A.
The corresponding

Dale-~ladstone

10- 3 cubic foot per pound mass.

constant (K) is 3,637 x
According to the Dale-

Gladstone law, the relationshin between the gas dcnsitv
(

~)

and the index of refraction (n.) in the undisturbed

field is
(1 + Kf.)L

= n.L,

where L is the length of the test piece.

The sa;ne relation-

ship holds true for the first maximum intensitv line in the
disturbed region, i.e,,
(1 + K

f• ) L = n

1

L.

It is recopnized that noL is the ontic~l nath length
in the undisturbed field and n 1 L is the optical path lenrth
· t h e f"lrst maxlrnum
·
f rlnge.
·
ln

g,,

the defl"nition of inter-

ference, the difference in the optical nath lcnp,th between
ad-jacent frinr,es is equal to one wavelength (
we have the relation

>--).

Therefore,

(1 + K

Solving for )o

fo ) - ( 1

.,

f, ) =

+ K

n

11

L -

n

1

L = >. •

r. = r. _ rrr:,

and the difference of densi t•' bettvcen the adjacent fr i:--.rl~S
is

AJ: ( f,..-

J,.+l)

IfTt

:

a constant, where m is anv one frinpe.
In the experiments, the atmospheric nressure was 2g
inch Hg., and the temperature of the undisturlJcd field CI'-)
Bv the ideal pas law, the densitv of the
turbed field t-Jas 0.0706 pound mass ner cubic foot.
difference in the densitv of the air between
was 1.434 x 10

-3

u:~dis-

The

ad~acent

frinres

nound mass per cubic foot.

The temperature of each

frin~e

was calculated using .the ideal

~as

(T) listed in Table II
law.

Because of the low

temnerature and pressure, the deviation of the results
calculated from the ideal gas law was neplipible in comparison to the measurinp errors.
for the heated flat nlate, the teMnerature distribution in the boundarv laver was olotted as a dimensionless
temperature profile ( T-T~ ) versus distance from the

Ts-=1'

heated flat olate surface.

00

The data obtained for different

plate surface temneratures (T 5

),

at the same distance

f~o~

the leading edge with like olate inclination were plotted

TABL~

II.

FRIN~E

TE~PERA7UR~

(T)

r. r1.np,e
.

T

0

85

1

96.5

11.5

2

108.5

23.5

3

120.5

36.0

4

133.5

49.0

5

147.0

52.5

6

161.0

66.5

7

175.5

81.0

8

190.5

96.0

9

206.5

122.0

10

223.5

139.0

11

241.5

157.0

12

260.5

17G.O

13

280.5

196.0

14

301.5

217.0

15

323.5

23'3.5

16

347.5

26 3. 5

17

373.0

289.0

18

400.0

316.0

19

428.5

344.5

20

458.5

374.S

T -

~

r

0

*The temnerature difference (T - T~) versus number of
fringes were plotted on Fir,. 22.

47
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on one graph.
23-33.

These granhical results are shown in Fig.

The curves for different distances

alon~

the lead-

ing edge at like plate inclinations were plotted on one
graph by modifving the abscissa.
Fig • 3 4 , 3 5 ,

&

36 •

These curves are

show~

in

The curves in Fig • 2 3 , 2 4 , 3 4 , 3 5 , 3 6

-

were combined in one figure as shown in Fig. 37.
For the heated horizontal wire, the temnerature dist~ibution

in the boundary layer was plotted as a dimension-

less temperature profile (

f

-i~> versus the radial

$ -

00

distance from the heated wire surface.

The data obtained

for different wire surface temneratures were plotted on one
graph as shown in Fig. 38.
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Photographic results of temperat~re
distribution in free convective thermal
boundary layer of heated horizontal plate
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Fig. 30. Photographic results of temperature
distribution in free convective thermal
boundary layer of heated plate 45~ upward at
the point 1.50" from leading edge • Tao= 85•F
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Where

y = distance from plate surface in inch.
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Fie. 36~ Generalized temperature di stribution
curve for free convective t h ermal boundary
. layer of heated plate with hot surface
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Fig. 37. Temperature distribution of heated
plate in free convection.
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IV.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The anparatus as desipned, constructed, and used in
these experiments, performed favorably in the measurement
of the temnerature distribution in the thermal boundary
layer of free convection.
Difficulties that limited the temnerature measurement
range of this anparatus were the fluctuation of the
boundary laver thickness and the test piece end effects.
The hipher the test niece temnerature, the P,reater were
the end boundarv laver effects, and these effects usuallv
blurred the interference fringes.

Therefore, the problem

could no longer be treated as two dimensional.

For better

experimental results at hieher temperature it is recommended
that a pair of glass windows be used to make the test
section two dimensional.
effects.

This would also eliminate the end

The glass windows should be made of high oual-i tv

ontical glass.
The experiments made at low temperatures with T5
rangin?, from 25.to 3lo•r.

-

T~

Consistent results were obtained,

excent for the data obtained near the edge of the boundarv
where the undisturbed field air turbulence had a tendency
to affect the laminar flow.

Otherwise, the results in the

laminar flow region seemed to be reasonable.
The experimental results for the flat plate when
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placed at different angles were surprisinrlv stable excent
for the horizontal position with the hot surface placed unward.

Althourh the investipation was limited between 0.0625

inch to 1.5 inches from leading ed~e, a longer and wider
test piece could be used with suitable modifications to the
test piece holder.
The horizontal plate with the hot surface facing upward was the most difficult to observe, since its inherent
unstable convective currents make the temperature in the
outer Parts of the boundarv laver fluctuate wildlv.
temnerature fluctuation

hap~ened

This

onlv for a temperature

difference of approximately 100 F between the undisturbed
region and several fringe dePths at high surface temperature.

The corona shaped currents flowed upt-rard and with

lateral motion from the edges of the boundary laver as
shown in Fig.

12 & 17.

Therefore, the temnerature dis-

tribution in this region was verv difficult to determine
from the interferograms, because they do not show depth.
However, Schlieren interferometry is still an excellent
method for oualitative studies of horizontal surfaces facinp,
UPWard.
The horizontal plate with the hot surface facing downward also possesses inherent unstable convective currents
because the flow velocities were low with the Plate in
certain positions.

The strong upward flow current at the

edp.e or the ends of the nlate usually blurred the inter-
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ference fringes.

(See Fig. 18)

This difficultv could be

overcome bv v.lass windo~vs at the ends of the test n1ece.
The exneriments involvinR the horizontal w1re were ~uch
more difficult to conduct than for the flat nlate, because
the convective currents were much weaker than those for the
nlate, and the wire temneratures were affected more bv the
surrounding air disturbance~.

In addition, undesired

interferences due to the geometrv of the cut-off edge and
the curved temnerature field made the interpretation of the
results difficult.

(Refer to Fig. 21)

For horizontal wires, cvlinders, or other irregular
two dimensional test nieces, it is recommended that a
narro~J

source.

rinR shaned light source be used instead of a line
The diameter of the rinp, should be 2 to 3 mm, and

the width should be less than 0.1 mm to fit the present
system.

The

ooaque disc.

knife~edge

should be renlaced bv a circular

The rinr.- and the disc can best be made bv

photogranhic technique.

With this modification, it would

be possible to eliminate the undesired interferences.
The author has an idea of making a monochromatic rinp,shaped light source bv us1ng a simple convex lens made of
high dispersive glass.

For a spherical aberration corrected

simple lens, light of different colors could be focused at
different points if the lens is illuminated by parallel
light or a point source.

If a small ring-shaned aperture
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chro.matic and color lgith source. (b) The dispersion
of simple lens.

(c) Ring shape light source, and(d)

Pin-hole light source.
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was located at the focus of the lens, it would be nossible
to. obtain a monochromatic ring source.

(Refer to FiR.

39)

For high speed nhotor.raphy the anparat~s used in this
thesis should be modified by using a high intensity li~ht
source such as an arc lamn.
In general, Schlieren interferometrv is ouantitativelv
excellent for two dimensional investieations and qualitativelv for three dimensional use.

Since it is an ootical

methodt the flow oath to be investigated should be defined
by transparent flat windows of high quality optical plass.
This requirement limits the aonlication of this method.
The recommendations indicated are not absolutely
necessary, but are offered as means of further anplications
of Schlieren interferometrv, with the hope that a better
insight may be derived in convective studies.

With the

technique developed in this investigation, the free convective boundary layer may be inspected very effectively.
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APPENDIX I

PROCEDURES FOR USING THE INSTRUt1ENT

1) Light Source System:

(Refer to Fig. 4 )

First, adiust the nosition of the condenser alonp its
optical axis to form a sharn image of the light bulb filament at the nlane of the first narrow slit (S 1

)

and then

adjust the nosition of the ima~e of the filament to the
center of the slit by turning the three screws at the bulb
socket base.

The distance between the first slit and the

collimator is fixed at 178 mm, exactlv one focal length of
the collimator.

This can be checked bv aiming the collimator

at a long distance subject, such as a street light or the
rising moon.

Then adjust the collimator to form a sharp

image of the street light or moon on the plane of slits,.
Remove the nrism and turn the system to place everv ontical
part on one common optical axis.

This can be easilv seen

if the image of the first slit falls on the second slit S2
which was centered previously.

The·next sten is to adiust

the focus of the telescone objective lens CL2) to form a
clear image of the first slit on the plane of second slit
(S 2

).

Move the movable arm of the light source svstem to

about 30 degree and insert the prism into the system.

Then

adjust the movable arm to make the snectrum fall ~ust on
the second slit (S2)•

The nrism should be nlaced svmmetri-

cally to both incidental light and refractin~ li~ht.
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(Refer to rie.

4 )

Put the comnlete light source svstem in nlace and
adjust the distance from the second slit (Sz) to the first
concave mirror (M 1 ) to exactly one focal lenpth (45 inches).
Apply the light source, and place a 7 by 7 inches white
cardboard with a 4 inch circle at center in front of the
first mirror (M 1 ) .

This shows if the light from the second

slit (Sz) impinges on the first concave mirror (M:); if
not, adjust the diagonal mirrors (D 1 & Da) to make the lir,ht
spot exactlv coincide with the 4 inch circle with apnroximately a one half inch

mar~in.

3) First Concave Mirror M1

:

(Refer to Fip. 4 )

The adjustment of the first concave mirror can be
achieved by olacing the same white cardboard in front of
the second concave mirror CM2) to see if the 4 inch lip,ht
disc from the first concave mirror (M 1 ) exactlv coincides
with M2 ; if not, adjustment the first concave mirror

(~ 1 )

by turning the three adjusting screws at the end of the box.
4) Second Concave Mirror H2:

(Refer to FiR. 4 )

The adjustment of the second concave mirror (M 2 > can
be done in the same wav; a small white cardboard is inserted
between M2 and the third diap,onal t1irror (Ds) to see if the
pencil light from the mirror M2 impinges at the center of
the third diap,onal mirror.
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5) Focusing the Second Concave Mirror CM 2 ):
Fig. 7

(Refer to

)

Place a small ground glass at the nlane of the kni f ,.
edge and move the third diar.onal mirror bv turninp the
focusinr, knob K 1 to make a sharp image of the lip,ht source
slit on the ground Blass.

The sharpness of the image can

be examined bv a magnifving glass.

If the

ima~e

is not at

the center of the knife edge, horizontal and vertical
adjustment is possible by turning the knobsKz & K.i.
6) Checking the Parallelism of the Knife-edge and Imape:
(Refer to Fig.

9 )

Put the high power viewing telescope in nlace·, renlace
the eyepiece with the 5 x 11 calibration telescope to see
if the image of the light source is parallel to the
straight knife edge; if not, turn the knife edge.
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VI.

APPENDIX II

EFFECTIVE INSTRUME!IT USE
Confi~uration

of Light Source:

For an effectively circular light source, such as an
illuminated ninhole, the rays which contribute to the
~reatest

sensitivity of the system pass through the region

of the light source image near the knife edge.

Thus rays

initially oassing throup,h this point have to be refracted
upward only slip,htly in order for them to pass over the
knife edRe and contribute to the illumination on the viewinr, screen,

On the other hand, those ravs which pass

through the lower part of the light source image·away from
the knife edge must undergo a large refraction in the region
T of Fig.

1 before they can contribute to·the screen

illumination.

For the maximum sensitivitv, therefore, the

maximum number of rays in the light source imap,e must lie
close to the knife edge,

This requirement is most easilv

satisfied by the use of a slit source of light.

Here, no

ravs lie at a large distance from the edp,e itself; consequentlv, more of the ravs can be bent over the knife edre
for a p,ivenamount of refraction in the striation as shown
in Fig. 40-a.
The Imap,e of Light Source:
A requirement for maximum sensi~ivitv is that the
light source image adjacent to the knife edge be as straight
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and as sharply defined as possible.

Then it will conform

to the share edge of the knife edge so that accurate
positioning of the knife edge can be made with respect to
the image.

Of the sharnness of the imap,e of the lipht

source there are two factors:
a) the qualitv of the ontical narts; and
b) the tvoes of ontical set-up.

(Refer to (1) in

Bibliogranhv)
The Orientation of

Knife-ed~e:

If the index of refraction gradient lies onlv in a
horizontal plane, thereby producing a corresponding
refraction in that nlane, the effect is to produce a
lateral shift of an affected rav oarallel to the knife edge.
Such a displacement, if strictlv parallel to the edge, cannot affect the viewing screen illumination.

(See Fig.40-b)

It can be seen, therefore, that a further requirement for
maximum sensitivity of the system is that the effective
light source, its image, and the knife edge must be perpendicular to the index of refraction gradient being considered. (See Fig .40-c)
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Circular light
source image

Slit light source
image

(a)

Normal position of
light source image

~N#~#~m'W·~-

Knife
edge

Horizontal deflection, if strictly parallel
to the knife edge, cannot affect the viewing
screen illumination.
(b)

Upward deflection
brighten the screen

Direction of ~
density
.-----------~
gradient~~.~ Normal position of
~ V//~///,Y~~~~
light source image
Knife
Downward deflection
edge
darken the screen.
(c)

Fig. 40. (a) Configuration of light source
and light source image. (b),(c) Orientation
of knife edge.
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Critical deflection angle:

The deflection angle of light source imnge is very
critical when the schlieren system is working at l.ig.."'-1
sensitivity, because if the deflection angle is lareer
than the critical angle the illumination of the test
section would be constant.

This can be best shovrn in

the following diagram.
I

~~~
,w
Knife
Light sourae
edge
image

-e

e =
Fig. 41.

Where

I

=

D

F

Critical deflection angle.

Test section illumination.

W = Width of light source image.
D

=

Deflection.

F

=

Focal length of concave mirror

e =

~2 •

Deflection angle.

9,= Critical deflection angle.

If high sensitivity is desired, the critical
d.eflection angle should be made as small as possible.
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